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Abstract— [Context and motivation] Due to lack of resources
and teams with low levels of experience, startups face several
challenges during their product development, such as product
customization, attracting new customers, and mastering the
technology uncertainty. To increase their market presence and
compensate for their lack of resources, startups need to consider
other options such as joint ventures and partnerships.
[Question/problem] Some companies that share highly similar
resources and businesses can be potential competitors with one
another. The effect of interaction with such potential competitors
with respect to startups to obtain expertise has not been often
reported in the literature to date. [Principal ideas/results] In this
study, we simulated two software startups in a controlled
experiment to evaluate the effect of interaction with a potential
competitor in the effort estimation process. A real startup case
was also involved in analyzing the effect. The results of the study
show that there is a statistically significant difference in the
effectiveness when co-operating with a competitor in the process.
Experiment participants also considered the interaction with the
potential competitor useful based on the exchange of important
information and ideas regarding the product domain.
[Contribution] This paper contributes by demonstrating the
effect of interaction with a potential competitor in the effort
estimation process. In addition, our study encourages further
research on startups working in with the competitors in other
software engineering knowledge areas.

increase their market presence and compensate for their
inadequate resources during product development, startups
could consider other options, such as joint ventures and
partnerships.
In the context of joint ventures and partnerships, concepts
such as that of a “software ecosystem” have been proposed. In
a software ecosystem, interested parties such as customers,
contractors, companies, and possibly competitors join together
to create a relationship on a common platform or in a common
market in order to share information and resources to produce
better products or services [4]. Collaboration with a
Competitor can provide following advantages [5]
1.

To obtain new technologies and/or expertise.

2.

To minimize the investment in terms of expenses and
risks involved in entering new business and markets.

Requirement

Therefore, partnership with a potential competitor may be
a valuable strategy for a startup. Bergen et al. [6] describe a
potential competitor as a company that shares high resource
similarity but low market commonality. Market commonality
refers to the extent to which a given competitor overlays with
the initial company with respect to serving the customer need.
Resource similarity refers to the amount of resources the
competitor holds with respect to strategic talent in comparison
to the initial company.

Startups are usually innovative and are considered to be
new, inexperienced organizations that lack human and
financial resources [1]. With respect to product development
in startups, Crowne in [2], discussed four life-cycle stages:
startup, stabilization, growth, and evolution. Wang et al. in [3]
mentioned the following product development stages: concept,
in development, working prototype, functional product with
limited users, functional product with high growth, and mature
product. During these stages, a startup experiences several
challenges, which often leads the company to failure. These
challenges include product customization, attracting new
customers, managing technological uncertainty, and managing
new requirements. [2], [3] Most of the challenges are due to
lack of resources and teams with limited experience. To

One example of partnership with a potential competitor is
discussed in [7], in which two companies, A and B (both small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)), working in the same
product domain collaborated in two types of partnership,
existing product integration and joint new product
development. Company B’s main motive for partnership was
to enter the new market segment through company A, whereas
Company A’s primary motive was to use the superior features
of Company’s B product to improve its own product. The
same kind of strategy could be followed by startups as SMEs,
since SMEs and startups exhibit some similar characteristics,
such as small number of employees and limited resources [1],
[8]. Therefore, startups can consider collaboration with a
potential competitor to obtain new technologies and/or
expertise to improve its existing products and overcome the
challenges they face during the product development.
However, scientific studies examining the use of potential
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I. INTRODUCTION

competitor’s expertise and its effects on the startup’s product
development are lacking [1] [9].
In this paper, we examine the effect of potential competitor
expertise when interacting with the internal team of a startup
during the effort estimation process in a simulated
environment. We selected the effort estimation process
because it is important during product development. Accurate
effort estimation may lead to significant cost reduction and
improvements in resource planning and assessing risk factors
during product development. Therefore, participation of
experienced stakeholders during the estimation process is
vital. [10], [11] In this case, the potential competitor may
prove to be a valuable stakeholder by providing expertise in
effort estimation. We propose the following causality research
question (RQ) [12] to examine the effect.
RQ: Does a potential competitor’s interaction with a
startup’s internal team improve the effort estimation process
of the startup?
To answer the causality research question, we used
controlled experiment as our research method since they allow
the researchers to determine the relationship between variables
and cause-effect relationship among them [12], [13]. In the
experiment, we simulated two startups in a Master’s level
course using students as subjects and also used a real startup
company. The simulated startups were designed based on
Startup characteristics as discussed in [1] and the use of RE
practices in a small setting as mentioned in [14], [15]. The
reason we simulated two startups in a Master’s level course
using students as subjects was that students are quite similar to
the industry group when evaluating a new technique and their
use is common when conducting empirical research in
requirements engineering [16], [17]. The two simulated
startups were configured in such a way so that they could
exhibit as a potential competitor to each other. A real startup
case was also involved in comparing and validating the results
from the two simulated startups.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: section 2
provides the background and motivation of our study; in
section 3, we discuss the experimental design and execution;
in section 4, we discuss the analyses of the data and report the
results from the experiment; in section 5, we discuss our
research question, compare the results with real-life projects,
benefit in collaboration with Competitors, and address the
validity of our research; finally, in section 6, we discuss the
conclusion of the paper and directions for future work.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Startups are mostly innovative and exhibit characteristics
such as a new and inexperienced organization, inadequate
resources, influences from several sources (such as investors,
customers), dynamic technologies, and vibrant markets [2].
According to Steve Blank [18], startups can be categorized
into four types (based on the market type): 1) bringing a new
product into an existing market; 2) bringing a new product
into a new market; 3) bringing a new product into an existing
market and trying to resegment that market as a low-cost
entrant; and 4) bringing a new product into an existing market
and trying to resegment that market as a niche entrant.

As described in the introduction, Crowne [2] describes
product development into four life-cycle stages (startup,
stabilization, growth, and evolution), while Wang et al. [3]
classify product development into six stages (concept, in
development, working prototype, functional product with
limited users, functional product with high growth, and mature
product). Challenges faced during product development
include product customization, mastering technological
uncertainty, attracting new customers, and managing new
requirements [2], [3]. Most of these challenges can be
attributed to scarcity of resources and low levels of team
experience in product development. Prior research has also
revealed a potential unbalance of competencies between the
founder of a startup and the rest of the initial team during the
early phases of product development [19].
When a startup is trying to bring a new product into an
existing market, the users and the market may be better known
along with competitors for the startup [18]. Thus, in order to
compensate for a startup’s inadequate resources during
product development, they could consider joint ventures and
partnerships with competitors. In partnership, a startup can
collaborate with a potential competitor to improve its own
products through integration of the partner’s superior features
or use of the partner’s superior expertise. In return, the startup
needs to exhibit reimbursements and benefits of the
partnership to the potential competitor. Another benefit also
be to reduce the investment risks involved in entering the new
market or business.
An important aspect of software development is
requirement elicitation. A poor requirement elicitation (RE)
procedure and inaccurate effort estimation may lead to
complete failure of a software project. During RE,
participation of stakeholders with adequate experience and
expertise in the application domain is desirable, as the
stakeholder can help improve the accuracy of the effort
estimation. An accurate estimation of effort during RE is also
essential for proper resource allocation and drawing up an
appropriate project schedule. [10],[11] However, the
requirement engineering process in startups involves only a
few elementary activities [1],[14]. To advance the requirement
process, some authors [1], [2] have proposed using techniques
such as user stories and estimating the effort of each user
story.
The most frequent estimation techniques reported in agile
software development are expert judgement, planning poker,
and use case points. Story points and use case points are often
used as size metrics by effort predictors. [20] Improved
estimation accuracy during the development effort may lead to
significant cost reduction as well as enhanced support in
resource planning and assessing risk factors [11].
In this study, we examine whether using the expertise of a
potential competitor actually improves a startup’s effort
estimation accuracy. To do so, we simulated a setting in which
the internal team of a startup collaborated with a potential
competitor in the effort estimation process. To analyze the
effect of this relationship, we designed and conducted a
controlled experiment, which is discussed in the following
section.

III. RESEARCH DESIGN
The experimental design and execution were carried out
according to [13] and reported in the following section based
on the guidelines provided by [21].
A. Experiment Planning
1) Goal definition: The objects in the study were the
startup’s internal team and a potential competitor’s
development team. The purpose was to evaluate the accuracy
of the effort estimation in the RE process with respect to the
potential competitor’s approach. The quality focus was the
effectiveness of the two teams. The perspective was that of the
researchers. The experiment was performed using M.Sc.
students as subjects in a software development project with
RE. The study was conducted as a blocked subject-object
study, as there is more than one subject and object in the
study. [13]
2) Experimental units: To conduct the experiment, we
used students as experimental subjects, which is common
when conducting empirical research in requirements
engineering; students are also quite similar to the industry
group when evaluating a new technique [16], [17]. In order to
simulate a startup environment and conduct the experiment,
we planned and executed two software development exercise
projects during the autumn of 2015 in the Software
Development in Global Environment (SDGE) course [22] at
the University of Oulu. The experiment was an obligatory part
of the exercise projects. Fifty-nine students registered for the
course. Out of fifty-nine students, twenty-six opted for an
exam while the other thirty-three elected to pass the course by
participating in the exercise projects. During the course, the
software development project was introduced to them and
participants were allocated to two projects using stratified
random sampling [13]. A survey was conducted before the
experiment to evaluate participants’ experience in software
development and requirement engineering.
Three categories were defined based on the participants’
work experience in software development and requirement
engineering: Experienced (i.e., more than two years of work
experience), mid-experienced (i.e., 1–2 years of work
experience), and novice (i.e., zero or less than one year of
work experience). Based on the survey information, seven
participants were placed in the experienced category, 10
participants in the mid-experienced category, and 16
participants in the novice category. To increase the
participants’ motivation, equal bonus points were awarded to
each student, which were added to their SDGE course grades.
The two separate software development projects (projects 1
and 2) were carried out in parallel. Each project consisted of a
startup, a user team, and a customer team. We included
customer and user teams in the RE process for two reasons.
Firstly, we are focusing on a scenario in which the startup is
trying to bring a new product into an existing market [18].
Secondly, many authors [1], [2] have acknowledged the
benefits of including both customers and users in the startup
context. Each startup consisted of a product management (PM)
team and a development (DEV) team [14].

Fig. 1. (a) Two projects and (b) target applications
TABLE I. TEAMS, THEIR TASKS, AND THEIR WORK EXPERIENCE.
Team
Custom
er
User
Product
Manag
ement
Develo
pment

Tasks
Specifying requirements to the product
management team. Collaborating with the
user team to prioritize the requirements.
Providing requirements from the user
perspective. Assessing the prototype.
Cooperating with the customer, user, and
development teams to gather requirements
and creating backlog and final project plan.
Giving technical requirements for the
application. Making the prototype.

Experience
Less than a
year
Less than a
year
More than 2
years
Between 1
and 2 years

The outline of the two projects, distribution of teams, and
characteristics of the two startups are shown in Figure 1a. A
description of the teams’ tasks is shown in Table 1. The
participants from each experience category were randomly
assigned to different teams. Participants from the novice
category (i.e., 16 participants) were assigned randomly to two
user teams and two customer teams. Each of these teams had
four members. The reason for this allocation was that
customers and users do not typically have much software
development experience, and we were interested to know their
perspective in terms of business and the end use of the
application. Eight participants from the mid-experienced
category and one participant from the experienced category
were randomly allocated to two DEV teams.
The DEV team of startup Y had five members while the
DEV team of startup X had four members. The objective for
this allocation was that the development team in startups
typically has a below-average level of experience in software
development [1]. Six participants from the experienced
category and two participants from the mid-experienced
category were randomly allocated to each of the two Team
PMs. The purpose for this allocation was that typically, the
product is managed by senior managers or the founder [14],
who tend to be the most experienced individuals in the startup.
Apart from this, an Expert team (EXP) [23] was created
that included a participant from the real software startup case.
The participant in that software startup had more than 10 years
of requirement engineering and software development
experience and had worked in the startup for four years as
software developer. The effort estimation of the EXP was used
as a baseline for comparison of the estimations of the other
teams. The baseline helps to determine whether our treatment
is more effective than the control group. In our experiment, we

were not able to evaluate the correctness of the estimations,
for instance, by implementing them, so the expert group’s
estimation was used as the baseline instead.
3) Experimental material: The two software projects were
allocated to two startups: X and Y, as shown in Figure 1a. In
each project, the startup was given the task of eliciting the
requirements of a software application with the user team and
the customer team. The projects were designed to include the
key attributes of agile RE practices as well as the main
characteristics of a software startup. In Table 2, we compare
our experiment’s project setting with some agile RE practices
of small-scale industrial settings and the main characteristics
of a software startup. The project was conducted in four
iterations, as described in Table 3. The settings of projects 1
and 2 were identical, so the configurations and resources of
Startups X and Y were similar. However, startups X and Y
were given different applications for development.
TABLE II. COMPARISON OF RE PRACTICES AND STARTUP
CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS.
RE practices
in a small
setting [14],
[15], [24],
[25]
Iteration

Experiment’s
project setting

Startup
characteris
tics [1]

Experiment’s
project setting

Four 1-week
iterations.

Time
pressure

Product
backlog
User stories

Participants
created backlog.
Participants
created user
stories.

Small team

Sprint
retrospective

At end of each
week, a steering
meeting was held
between the
customer and PM
teams.

Low
experience
team

The project needed
to be completed in
four weeks.
Teams contain 4–5
participants.
Each project
involved one
software
application.
Participant in the
development team
had 1–2 years of
experience.

One
product

TABLE III. PROJECT OUTLINE.
Event
Pre-project

Iteration 1

Iteration 2

Iteration 3

Iteration 4

Postproject

Project achievement
A training session was held for the participants to provide
understanding of the RE, agile practices, and each team’s role
in the project as described in Table 1.
The customer team provided their requirements for the
project to the PM team. The PM team collected user stories
from the users and the DEV team and put them in the
backlog.
The PM team asked for the prioritization of the user stories in
the backlog from the user and the customer. Effort required
for user stories was estimated.
The DEV team started to build a prototype based on the user
stories. The PM team discussed the prototype with customers
and users to reevaluate the backlog.
The prototype was redesigned and finalized by the DEV team
based on comments from the Stakeholders in the project. All
teams wrote a reflection report.
Project reflection was carried out through a seminar.

Fig. 2. Control and Experiment groups.

Startup X developed an application called UniGuide for
use as a guide on a university campus to provide useful
information to students about events and locations. Startup Y
developed an application called PartyGuide for use as a guide
to various party events happening around the city. Both
applications were designed in such a way that they belonged
to the same application domain (location services). Because
startup X and startup Y were working within the same domain,
but on different applications, they can be considered potential
competitors [6]. In addition, the similar application domain
means that many features of PartyGuide might be of interest to
startup X, such as location information, that is, maps (see
Figure 1b). Hence, startup X can use the expertise of startup Y
in developing their maps feature, if startup X does not have
the resources to develop it on their own.
Similarly, startup Y can collaborate with startup X to enter
new market segments. Due to these mutual benefits for
startups X and Y, they can consider a partnership. In this
study, we inspect whether the use of potential competitor
expertise actually improves the startup’s effort estimation
process for the UniGuide application. To do so, subjects
within the PM and DEV teams of startup X were required to
develop effort estimates for the user stories they created for
UniGuide. We will call this setting the Internal Group (IG).
After that, same subjects within the PM team and DEV
team of startup X were required to collaborate with subjects of
the DEV team of startup Y to develop effort estimates for the
same user stories (see Figure 2). We will call this setting the
Internal-Competitor Group (ICG). In addition, the EXP was
given the task of developing effort estimates for the user
stories created by startup X for UniGuide. The EXP created an
effort estimation baseline for comparison to those of the IG
and ICG teams to determine which team was closer to the
EXP’s estimation.
4) Experiment Hypotheses: To answer our research
question as stated in Section 1, the following two hypotheses
are proposed.
a) Null hypothesis H1: The effort estimation (EA) of
user stories (US) by the Internal Group (IG) is the same as the
effort estimation by the Internal-Competitor Group (ICG).
𝐻1: 𝜇 (EA) US-IG = 𝜇 (EA) US-ICG
(Alternative Hypothesis) 𝐻2: 𝜇 (EA) US- IG ≠ 𝜇 (EA) US- ICG
The objective of H1 is to determine whether there is a
significant difference between the effort estimations of IG and
ICG. If the alternate hypothesis (𝐻2) holds true, we can move

to determine which group is better. For that, hypotheses H3
and H5 are proposed.
b) Null hypothesis H3: The effort estimation of user
stories by the Internal Group (IG) is the same as the effort
estimation by the EXP.
𝐻3: 𝜇 (EA) US-IG = 𝜇 (EA) US- EXP
(Alternative Hypothesis) 𝐻4: 𝜇 (EA) US-IG ≠ 𝜇 (EA) US- EXP
H3 is proposed in order to determine whether there is a
significant difference between the effort estimations of IG and
EXP.
c) Null hypothesis H5: The effort estimation of user
stories (US) by the Internal-Competitor Group (ICG) is the
same as the effort estimation by the EXP.
𝐻5: 𝜇 (EA) US-ICG = 𝜇 (EA) US-EXP
(Alternative Hypothesis) 𝐻6: 𝜇 (EA) US- ICG ≠ 𝜇 (EA) US- EXP
The objective of H5 is to determine the effectiveness of the
ICG in the effort estimation process when compared to EXP.
By comparing H3 and H5, we can evaluate which group was
more effective in the process of effort estimation.
5) Experiment design: The experiment’s design was based
on a block design principle [13], in which the subjects were
put into three groups (blocks) based on their experience in
order to reduce the effect of their experience on the project.
We compared the effort estimations of the ICG with the IG
during the effort estimation process. Our experiment can be
considered a “one factor, two treatments” design, where the
factor was the effort estimation and the treatments were the
ICG and the IG. In our research design, each subject identified
the effort estimation of the requirements for the software
development project during the RE. The dependent variable
was measured by analyzing the effort estimation of each user
story to determine the effectiveness of the ICG approach.
B. Experiment Operation
1) Tasks performed by the IG: During the second iteration
of the project, 32 user stories were created for the UniGuide
software by startup X. The subjects of the PM team and the
DEV team of startup X were asked to give the effort
estimation of each user story in separate meetings. We will
call the PM team “Team A” and the DEV team “Team B” to
simplify the data analysis (see Figure 2). During both
meetings, the effort estimation was carried out via planning
poker by giving 1 to 5 story points based on the user story
size. During the initial phase of the meeting, a pre-discussion
happened between team members in order to acquire sufficient
information about the given user story. After that, all the
members estimated effort in terms of story points separately
and then each member displayed its story point estimation to
the others. If the story points differed, then all members,
discussed the story until they agreed on a final estimation
point for a given user story. Both meetings lasted for two
hours.
2) Tasks performed by the ICG: Once the IG performed
their task, the subject of the PM team of startup X collaborated
with two members of the DEV team of startup Y to generate
effort estimates for the user stories. We will call this setting
“Team C.” The subject of the DEV team of startup X

collaborated with two other members of the DEV team of
startup Y. We will call this setting “Team D” (see Figure 2).
The estimation meetings of Team C and Team D occurred
separately. During the start of the Team C meeting, the PM
team discussed the user stories in the product backlog with
two members of the DEV team of startup Y. The PM team
leader described the UniGuide software development project
to the DEV team of startup Y. Each user story in the product
backlog was also clearly described. The estimation process
happed just as in IG; however, this time, both teams decided to
start with the lowest estimation and then gradually move
toward higher estimations. The same process was followed in
the Team D meeting. However, members in Team D decided
to go through user stories at the top of the backlog first and
then gradually moved down. The Team C and Team D
meetings each lasted for three hours.
3) Task performed by the EXP: At the end of the second
iteration, the 32 user stories collected from startup X were
given to the EXP for estimation. The estimation process lasted
for ninety minutes. The EXP divided the user stories into three
levels: easy, mid, and hard. Easy-level user stories were at a
local function level and were easy to implement. Therefore,
they were assigned between 1 and 2 points. Mid-level user
stories were ones that required lots of testing to achieve the
desired featured. Mid-level user stories were assigned between
3 and 4 points. Hard-level user stories required conformance
with external systems and more work in comparison to stories
at other levels and were therefore assigned 5 points.
IV. ANALYSIS
We present the results in the form of descriptive statistics,
cumulative error of effort estimation, and paired sample t-tests
for comparison of the effort estimations of the two subject
groups to the estimations of the EXP in order to test the
hypotheses given in Section 3.1.
A. Descriptive Statistics, Cumulative Error, and Estimation
Accuracy
Table 4 presents the sum, mean, and standard deviation
differences between the EXP, Teams A and B (IG), and
Teams C and D (ICG). In Table 5, the estimations of different
teams are presented per user story. The cumulative errors of
each team’s estimations compared to the EXP’s estimation are
calculated both in absolute points and in percentages on the
left-hand side of Table 5. The cumulative errors show that the
effort estimation of Teams A and B are nine and eight points
larger than that of the EXP, while Team C’s estimates of effort
are one point less and Team D’s estimates of effort are
eighteen points larger.
TABLE IV. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF THE TEAMS.

Team_Expert
Team_A
Team_B
Team_C
Team_D

N
32
32
32
32
32

Min
imu
m
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Maxi
mum
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Sum
85.0
94.0
93.0
84.0
103.0

Mean
2.65
2.93
2.90
2.62
3.21

Std.
Deviati
on
1.40
1.18
1.20
1.40
1.12

TABLE V. CUMULATIVE ERROR AND ESTIMATION ACCURACY.
Group
Team
US 1
US 2
US 3
US 4
US 5
US 6
US 7
US 8
US 9
US 10
US 11
US 12
US 13
US 14
US 15
US 16
US 17
US 18
US 19
US 20
US 21
US 22
US 23
US 24
US 25
US 26
US 27
US 28
US 29
US 30
US 31
US 32
Sum

EXP
3
2
3
5
5
2
3
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
4
85

Cum error

Cumulative error
IG
ICG
A
B
C
D
4
3
5
4
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
4
3
5
4
2
4
2
2
3
4
2
4
2
1
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
2
2
2
1
3
2
3
1
3
2
3
1
4
2
1
2
5
4
3
3
3
2
4
1
2
4
4
3
3
3
1
2
5
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
4
1
3
1
3
3
1
3
2
1
3
1
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
3
94
93
84
103
9

8

-1

18

11
%

9%

1%

21%

Err
or

Estimation accuracy
IG
ICG
A
B
C
D
1
0
2
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
2
1
2
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
0
1
3
0
1
3
3
2
2
0
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
3
0
2
0
2
1
1
1
0
0
2
0
2
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
1
2
0
1
0
1
15 35
19 36
26 41
22
42%
% %
%
50

55

58%

65%

To more closely examine estimation accuracy at the level
of a single user story, the absolute errors of each user story as
compared to the estimations of the EXP are calculated and
summed on the right-hand side of Table 5. The results show
that when measuring and improving the accuracy of effort
estimation, it is not enough to follow the cumulative efforts
because positive/negative errors in estimations may
compensate for each other. Instead, the estimation accuracy
should be followed by an individual user story. Interestingly,
the best cumulative error in our experiment was 1.17% (Team
C, ICG), while the error in estimation accuracy was 22% for
Team C, ICG, showing that the ICG performed better in our
experiment than the IG.
B. Comparison of the ICG and IG with the EXP
To test hypothesis H1, we compared Team A with Team C
and Team B with Team D using the paired sample test. As
shown in Table 6 on the next page, the mean effort estimation
of Team A is 0.31 points more than that of Team C (95% CI
[0.062, 0.562]). The significance (2-tailed) value of this pair
(Pair 1) is 0.016, which is less than α = 0.05. We can thus
conclude that there is a statistically significant difference

between the effort estimation of the user story for Team A and
for Team C. For pair 2 (Team B and Team D), the mean
difference is 0.31 points with a significance (2-tailed) value of
0.169, which is more than α = 0.05. This indicates that there is
no statistically significant difference between the effort
estimations of Team B and Team D. Because the value for
pair 1 is less than α = 0.05 and their mean difference is
significant, we can reject H1.
To test H3, we compared Team A (IG) to the EXP using
the paired sample test. Pair 3 in Table 6 shows that the average
effort estimation of the EXP is 0.28 points less than that of
Team A (95% CI [−0.559, −0.002]). The significance (2tailed) value in this pair is 0.048, which is less than α = 0.05.
This demonstrates that there is a statistically significant
difference between the effort estimation of the user story for
the EXP and for Team A, with a mean difference of 0.28
points. Thus, we can reject H3.
To test H5, we compared Team C (ICG) with the EXP.
Pair 4 in Table 6 indicates that the effort estimation of the
EXP is 0.03 points more than that of Team C (95% CI
[−0.292, 0.354]). The significance (2-tailed) value of this pair
is 0.845, which is more than α = 0.05. This indicates that there
is no statistically significant difference between this pair.
Their mean difference is also almost the same. That shows that
the effort estimation of Team C is the same as that of the EXP.
Further, the value of Cohen’s effect size (d = 0.73) suggested a
moderate to high practical significance for this pair. Thus, H5
holds true.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss on our research question,
compare the experiment results with real-life projects, benefit
in collaboration with competitors, and validity of the study.
A. Answering to the Research Question
To answer our RQ: Does a potential competitor’s
interaction with a startup’s internal team improve the effort
estimation process of the startup? We analyzed the two
experimental groups IG and ICG with EXP. The results
indicate that effort estimation by the ICG group was closer to
the baseline established by the EXP and was thus better than
that of IG. Similarly, we see from Table 5 that both the
smallest cumulative error, 1.17%, and the best estimation
accuracy, 22%, were obtained by Team C, ICG, showing that
the ICG performed better in our experiment than the IG. Based
on the above quantitative figures, we can conclude that
including potential competitors in effort estimation did
improve the effort estimation in our experiment.
Apart from this, the participants’ reflection report also
confirms the above claim. Participants in the PM team within
ICG said that the experience of working in the ICG group was
better for them than working in the IG group. Some
participants considered the ICG quite useful, as there was an
opportunity to ask questions and discuss the user stories in the
product backlog. This led to an increase in learning about the
product domain requirements and finding appropriate
solutions for the problems related to the requirements. As one
of the participants in the ICG pointed out:

TABLE VI. PAIRED SAMPLE TEST BETWEEN EXPERT AND THE REST OF THE TEAMS.
Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
95% Confidence Interval of the
Difference
Pair 1

Team_A - Team_C

Mean
.31250

Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean
.69270
.12245

Pair 2

Team_B - Team_D

-.31250

1.25563

.22197

Pair 3

Team_Expert - Team_A

-.28125

.77186

.13645

Pair 4

Team_Expert - Team_C

.03125

.89747

.15865

I was so happy to have this chance to join the development team
of startup Y’s meeting this week. They received the same tasks as
us to estimate efforts for each user story. Though the system we
create is different, the main functionalities are very similar. I
learned a lot from this meeting and got solutions to what has
confused our team for a long time; for example, how to estimate
efforts for ‘high usability’.

In addition, many of the participants pointed out that the
ICG session allowed them to follow the other startup team’s
working activity and consequently build new ideas. Because
members of startup X and Y lack sufficient software
development experience, the ICG session helped them to
create and share new ideas related to the requirements for the
same product domain. For example, one participant in the ICG
stated:
All the members of our team actually don’t have much software
development experience, although members of the development
team of startup Y also don’t seem to have much experience;
therefore, solutions were conducted through sharing ideas and
information.

In summary, we found that there is a direct indication that
interaction with a potential competitor improves the effort
estimation process. This conclusion was further supported by
the participant’s reflections at the end of the project.
B. Implications of Experiment Results for Real-Life Projects
Taking a closer look at Tables 4 and 5, we discuss the
results of our experiment in comparison to effort estimation in
real-life projects. A typical real-life project has a defined
completion date. Differences between the estimated and actual
effort affect this date in two ways: user stories with the actual
efforts smaller than the estimated ones loosen the internal
schedule, while estimates that are smaller than the actual
efforts tighten the internal schedule and may delay the
completion date. A looser internal schedule helps to meet the
original completion date but may negatively affect the
business side. Moreover, the effectiveness of successful
product strategies depends on previous market experience and
the timing of market entry [26]. An earliest-possible market
entry is seen as a key prerequisite for product success,
especially for startups. In our experiment, Teams A and B
made generous estimations, Team C made a more balanced
estimation, and Team D made an over-generous one. In our
experiment, we calculated the absolute estimation errors in
order to highlight differences that were not visible in the
cumulative figures. In real-life projects, absolute estimation
errors may vary a great deal depending on factors such as the
number of user stories, their complexity, and mutual
dependencies.

Lower
.06275

Upper
.56225

t
2.552

-.76520

.14020

-.55953

-.00297

-.29232

.35482

df
31

Sig. (2-tailed)
.016

-1.408

31

.169

-2.061

31

.048

.197

31

.845

C. Benefit in collaboration with Competitor
In the literature, such as [2], [3], several challenges were
reported during startup product development, such as product
customization, attracting new customers, and managing
technological uncertainty. These challenges are often due to
startup’s lack of resources and teams with limited experience.
Also, in [5], collaboration with Competitor are highlighted, to
obtain new technology, expertise, and avoiding risky
investment when targeting new business or market. In our
study, we focus on expertise aspect and how it effects on
startup’s product development. Our study confirms that if a
startup collaborates with its potential competitor, it can help
them in obtaining the required expertise for their product
development. Also, a possible solution for the challenges
mentioned above can be looked in the direction of competitor
collaboration. For example, in [7], two SMEs that were
competitors to each other collaborated to reach their objectives
in terms of entering the new market segment and improving
the existing product.
D. Threats to Validity
We will discuss the validity of our study based on the four
threats to validity described in [13], [16]. With respect to
external validity, one threat is that interaction with potential
competitors as stakeholders is not common in real-life
startups. However, as a startup typically consists of team
members who have limited experience in software
development, working with potential competitors can help
them to share the knowledge and experience required for
software development in the product domain. Regarding
conclusion validity, one threat could be the low number of
startups in our experiment. In this experiment, we divided two
startups into four teams and made analyses based on three
teams in order to increase the statistical basis to compensate
for the low number of startups. Another threat could be the
consistency of the data collected during the experiment.
However, as the experimental environment is properly defined
using the experiment protocol, this threat is decreased.
With respect to construct validity, one threat could be
related to hypothesis guessing by the subjects. To minimize
this threat, we made sure that the teaching material presented
before the experiment did not discuss the context of the
experiment. Another threat could be related to evaluation
apprehension of the subjects, where they provide high but
false estimation points. To overcome this threat, we provided
clear instructions before the effort estimation meeting that
stated that the subjects need to provide the estimation based on

the credibility of the user stories in the backlog. Regarding
internal validity, one threat could be with instrumentation. To
overcome this threat, most of the data in the experiment were
collected using electronic resources. In addition, the training
sessions for the control and treatment groups were kept the
same. Another threat could be with regard to the selection of
subjects. To overcome this threat, we conducted a mandatory
experiment within a course, and students were selected based
on stratified random sampling.
VI. CONCLUSION
Interaction with a potential competitor may be valuable for
a startup’s strategic interest in terms of entering new market
segments as well as improving its own existing products by
integrating superior features of a competitor’s product. In
addition, such a competitor may also be a valuable source of
requirements during the process of improving existing
products. In this paper, we examined this phenomenon in a
simulated environment through a controlled experiment. The
results of the quantitative data analysis obtained from the
experiment show that there is a significant difference in the
effectiveness of the potential competitor in the effort
estimation process. The descriptive result indicated that
subjects with the ICG produced better estimates of effort for
user stories when compared to estimates done by the IG
subjects. Also, based on the participants’ reflections, using a
potential competitor in the effort estimation process results in
greater information sharing between the startup and the
potential competitor, and the participants’ perspective
regarding requirements for the same software domain did
improve. The process also helped less-experienced members
to gain valuable knowledge from the competitors’ experience
regarding product requirements. Based on the results, we
believe that interaction with a potential competitor in the RE
process will increase exchange of ideas and information
sharing related to product domain. There are a number of
future perspectives suggested by our study. In this study, we
focused on the estimation of the gathered user stories. It would
also be interesting to study the quality and quantity of
requirements created during the RE. In this research, we
included a potential competitor only in RE, but it would be
interesting to study how a potential competitor affects other
aspects of software engineering areas such as software
construction and Testing.
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